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Hamlet-small collection of houses-may have services.

Village-several dozen services-stores, gas stations and so forth

Town-larger than a village-higher level of specialization-banks, 
schools, libraries, specialized stores-furniture, appliances, hardware, 
etc.

City-more functional specialization-larger hinterland, greater 
centrality, well defined CBD and suburbs

Metropolis or Metropolitan area-urban area larger than a city

Megalopolis-when large metropolises coalesce into a megacity, e.g. 
Boston to New York



SITE AND SITUATION

Site

* absolute location       
of a city

* a city’s static 
location, often chosen 
for trade, defense, or

religion. 

Situation

* relative location of a 
city

* a city’s place in the 
region and the world 
around it.



CHICAGO

Trade:

Great Lakes

Mississippi River

 Railroad hub

 Farmland



SINGAPORE

ideal location on an 
island in the Strait of 
Malacca 

Proximity to major 
trade routes 





slow, primitive overland and waterway 
transport

Major Cities:

-Boston, New York, Philadelphia

FIRST STAGE: SAIL-WAGON
1790-1830



SECOND STAGE: IRON HORSE 
1830-1870

Diffusion of steam-powered 
railroads

coal mining boomed

manufacturing spread outward 
from New England hearth

New York was primate city with 
Pittsburgh, Detroit & Chicago 
growing rapidly



THIRD STAGE: STEEL RAIL EPOCH 
1870-1920

Industrial Revolution

Steel replaced iron rails-safer-more 
powerful locomotives-larger freight 
cars & even refrigerated cars added.

Steel industry in Chicago, Detroit & 
Pittsburgh

Westward expansion along railroads



FOURTH STAGE: AUTO-AIR-AMENITY EPOCH
1920-1970

Cars and trucks

Highways

White flight 

Suburbanization 

Urban Sprawl 



CARS SCENE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZBVWLNtVlA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZBVWLNtVlA


FIFTH STAGE: HIGH TECH 
1970- PRESENT 

Decline of Rust Belt 

Movement back into cities

Gentrification 

High tech clusters

Growth of Sunbelt  



INNER CITY PROBLEMS 

Lack access to services

Food deserts 

Poor quality housing

Public housing  

High crime rates

High poverty rates 

Low education levels 







REDLINING 

Banking practices that 
prevented minorities from 
getting home loans 



ADAM RUINS EVERYTHING: REDLINING 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e68CoE70Mk8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e68CoE70Mk8


BLOCKBUSTING 

Encourage white 
homeowners to sell 
homes at a loss 

Fear that minorities 
were moving in to 
their previously 
segregated 
neighborhoods 

Leads to “white flight”



SEGREGATION 


